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Abstract

Multi-modal learning refers to the process of learn-
ing a precise model to represent the joint represen-
tations of different modalities. Despite its promise
for multi-modal learning, the co-regularization
method is based on the consistency principle with
a sufficient assumption, which usually does not
hold for real-world multi-modal data. Indeed, due
to the modal insufficiency in real-world applica-
tions, there are divergences among heterogeneous
modalities. This imposes a critical challenge for
multi-modal learning. To this end, in this paper,
we propose a novel Comprehensive Multi-Modal
Learning (CMML) framework, which can strike a
balance between the consistency and divergency
modalities by considering the insufficiency in one
unified framework. Specifically, we utilize an in-
stance level attention mechanism to weight the suf-
ficiency for each instance on different modalities.
Moreover, novel diversity regularization and robust
consistency metrics are designed for discovering
insufficient modalities. Our empirical studies show
the superior performances of CMML on real-world
data in terms of various criteria.

1 Introduction
In most real-world applications, data are collected from di-
verse sources and exhibit heterogeneous properties, e.g., dur-
ing driverless driving, cars collect information from differ-
ent sensors; in medical testing, doctors collect information
from different inspections, etc. These variable group infor-
mation is defined as Multiple Modality in literature. In con-
trast to single modal learning, multi-modal learning main-
ly exploits the consistent and complementary properties a-
mong different modalities and improves the learning perfor-
mance, which attracts increasing attentions and is widely s-
tudied in terms of algorithms and theories [Xu et al., 2013;
Sridharan and Kakade, 2008; Wang and Zhou, 2013]. For-
mally, existing algorithms can be categorized into two class-
es: 1) co-training style; 2) co-regularize style.
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Co-training [Blum and Mitchell, 1998] style methods al-
ways use complementary principle to label unlabeled data for
each other. Relatively, co-regularize [Brefeld et al., 2006]
style methods exploit unlabeled data with consistency princi-
ple. In the literature on multi-modal learning, these methods
always assume that each modality is sufficient for classifica-
tion independently. With this assumption, theoretically, Bal-
can et al. [2004] proved that if each modal classifier is nev-
er “confident but wrong”, the ε-expansion can guarantee the
success of co-training; Sridharan and Kakade [2008] present-
ed an information theoretic framework for co-regularization
which showed excess error between the output hypothesis of
co-regularization and the optimal classifier. Nevertheless, in
many practical applications, it is very difficult to meet the suf-
ficiency assumption. Consequently, using the previous multi-
modal methods directly will degenerate the performance on
the contrary, even without the effect of single modality [Tao
et al., 2018]. Considering this realistic problem, Wang and
Zhou [2013] proved that if different modalities have large
diversities, co-training algorithm may be able to improve
the learning performance, while co-regularize based meth-
ods will lose efficacy. Yet co-training has a lot of hyper-
parameters for adjusting, and it is difficult to satisfy the label
noise assumption in reality. Thus, the applicabilities of these
style methods are very limited in practice.

In this paper, we are committed to reformulate co-
regularize based methods. The modal insufficiency mainly
leads to the divergences among different modalities. These
are partial instances with consistent modalities, while other
instances are with diverse modalities, i.e., the modalities are
inconsistent, and exist strong/weak modalities [Yang et al.,
2015]. Therefore, forcing the predictions of different modal-
ities to be consistent as previous methods will lead to sim-
ply minimize the disagreements rather than the optimal clas-
sifiers, result in increasing learning confusion and reducing
diversity. And in turn, it will degrade single modal perfor-
mance. Ensemble results are also affected. To solve this
much more challenging but practical problem, we present the
analysis on multi-modal learning with insufficient modalities,
i.e., the consistent and divergent modalities should be treated
differently, and propose a novel Comprehensive Multi-Modal
Learning (CMML) framework. Specifically, CMML process-
es the insufficiency with the instance level attention mecha-
nism. On this basis, a diversity regularization is applied to
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discover complementarities among modalities, and a novel
robust consistency metric is designed considering the diver-
gent multi-modal data. In consequence, different modalities
can predict accurately for the same task while preserving the
diversity.

2 Related Work
Multi-modal approaches aim to improve the single modal and
overall performance by using the heterogeneities of different
modalities. Crucially, this can be done by using unlabeled
data, which is out of reach with single modality. Thus, multi-
modal learning always denotes to semi-supervised learning.
The majority multi-modal methods can be divided into two
categories: co-training style and co-regularize style.

Co-training [Blum and Mitchell, 1998] is one of the ear-
liest multi-modal methods, which uses initial labeled data to
learn two weak hypotheses and allows them to label confident
instances for each other, thus improving each modal perfor-
mance. Blum and Mitchell [1998] proved that co-training can
boost the performance of weak classifiers to arbitrarily high
level with sufficient modalities. This assumption is too strong
to meet in real applications, i.e., the classifier may not correct-
ly make prediction. Thus, Wang and Zhou [2013] proved that
co-training may also be effective under the insufficient set-
ting with large diversity. Yet the co-training is still difficult
for tuning the hyper-parameters and it ignores the consen-
sus principle, which limits the practical applicability of such
methods.

Another style methods is co-regularize [Brefeld et al.,
2006], which directly minimizes the disagreements over d-
ifferent modal predictions. The intuition of these methods is
that the optimal classifiers of various modalities are compati-
ble with each other. Co-regularize style algorithms are widely
researched such as co-regularize [Brefeld et al., 2006], AR-
M [Yang et al., 2015] and SLIM [Yang et al., 2018b]. It
is worthy noting that the basic assumption is that different
modalities can provide almost the same predictions. Unfor-
tunately, in practical applications, it is unreasonable that each
modality can provide sufficient information, in other words,
there exist divergences among different modalities. Conse-
quently, the single modal and overall performance may even
degrade.

As a matter of fact, learning comprehensive multi-modal
methods considering the modal insufficiency is a relatively
new topic. Intensively, we propose a novel Comprehensive
Multi-Modal Learning (CMML) framework considering both
the consistency and diversity properties in an unified frame-
work. CMML can well consider the sufficiency of each in-
stance on different modalities, while novel diversity regular-
ization and robust consistency metric are designed cogently
for promoting the performance.

3 Proposed Method
Insufficient multi-modal data leads to the divergences among
modalities, thus we need to reflect the diversity and robust
consistency among different modalities on the basis of mea-
suring the sufficiency, rather than simply use consistency reg-
ularization as before.

3.1 Notations
Without any loss of generality, there are N instances with
multi-modal information, including Nl labeled examples,
i.e., Xl = {(x1,y1), (x2,y2), · · · , (xNl

,yNl
)}, and Nu un-

labeled instances, i.e., Xu = {xNl+1, · · · ,xN}. xi =
{x1

i ,x
2
i , · · · ,xMi } with M modalities, m−th modality is

with dm−dimensional representation, y ∈ {0, 1}C , C is the
class number. The goal is to learn M discriminative model-
s for every modalities: fm : Rdm → RC . Basically, the
learning targets are: 1) better single modal result, the result
of each modality will not degrade; 2) better ensemble result,
the overall result is better than the best single modal result.

3.2 Sufficiency Measure
The supervise loss term of previous method is always con-
stituted by mean/max voting with different modal classifiers,
while is leaves the importance of each instance on different
modalities without consideration. Therefore, we utilize the
instance level attention mechanism to automatically learn the
attention weights. Thus, the loss can be reformulated as:

Ls =

Nl∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

`(αi,jfj(xi),y), (1)

here considering the distinguished performance of deep mod-
els, f utilizes the deep model for each modality in this pa-
per, e.g., convolutional neural network for image modal-
ity, long short term memory for text modality. αi,j is
the attention weight for i−th instance on j−th modality,
which can be learned by an extra attention network: αi,j =

h(fj(x
j
i ))∑M

m=1 h(fm(xm
i ))

, h(·) is the extra neural network, i.e., we u-
tilize two layer shallow fully connected here. The α can rep-
resent the instance level sufficiency if the instance volume is
large as [Wang and Zhou, 2013]. At the end of each round,
the weights α are normalized as

∑
j αi,j = 1. Moreover, it

is notable that the attention can also be applied on the fea-
ture embedding layer, i.e., f̂ = αi,jx

lp
ijW , where x

lp
ij is the

embedding for xij of feature representation layer, W denotes
the fully connected matrix to the prediction layer.

3.3 Diversity Measure
The previous co-regularize based methods usually require the
prediction probabilities of different modalities to be consis-
tent. While in the insufficient setting, the multi-modal en-
semble result using consistency regularization is even worse
than single modal result. This is ultimately because mini-
mizing the disagreement among modalities will result in the
loss of the divergence. In other words, for the insufficient
multi-modal data, partial data of each modality may contain
the knowledge that other modalities lack, while the consis-
tency regularization will lose the complementary information
instead, i.e., weak modality will affect the strong modality to
some extent in the learning procedure. Therefore, similar to
ensemble learning, the divergences among different modali-
ties can be regarded as the diversities among different modal
classifiers.

Without any loss of generality, given M trained classifier-
s F = {fm(xi)}Mm=1 for all modalities. In this work, we
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measure diversities of different modalities based on pairwise
difference as the diversity [Li et al., 2012], and the definition
is given as follows:
Definition 1 Given a set of N examples D =
{{(xmi ,ymi )}Nl

i=1, {(xmi )}Ni=Nl+1}Mm=1, the diversities
of different modalities on D is defined as:

Com(F ) =
1∑

1≤i6=j≤M

∑
1≤i6=j≤M

sim(fi, fj), (2)

where sim(·, ·) is the pairwise difference between two modal-
ities as:

sim(fi, fj) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

cos(fi(x
i
k), fj(x

j
k)),

where the sim can be any convex function here, we utilize
the cosine here, thus the difference sim(fi, fj) falls into the
interval [−1, 1], and equals to 1/−1 only if two modal classi-
fiers always make the same/opposite predictions on the same
instances, and the larger sim, the larger Com. In conse-
quence, since the diversity is based on the pairwise differ-
ences, it reveals that the smaller Com(F ), the larger diversity
of the modal classifier set F . Moreover, different from defin-
ing the diversity in the parameter space [Yu et al., 2011], here
the diversity measure defines in the output space, thus can
cover various kinds of individual classifier.

On the other hand, it is easy to find that this diversity mea-
sure is closely related to complementary measure, which aim-
s to utilize the preponderant information of each modality
to improver the performance. Thereby, intergrading multi-
ple modalities with diversity regularization can describe the
data more comprehensively and accurately in the insufficient
setting. Moreover, the supervised loss and diversity regular-
ization are also adversarial here. In detail, the supervised loss
means that the classifiers of different modalities must predict
similarly on the same label, while the diversity regularization
increases the diversities over various modalities. Thus, con-
sidering the tradeoff between empirical error and diversity,
better generalization performance can be expected.

3.4 Robust Consistency Measure
The consistency principle maximizes agreement on multiple
modalities, and it has been demonstrated the connection be-
tween the consensus of two modal hypotheses respectively
and their error rates as [Dasgupta et al., 2001]:

P (f1 6= f2) ≥ max{Perr(f1), Perr(f2)}

which reflects that the probability of the disagreement of two
independent hypotheses upper bounds the error rate of either
hypothesis. Thus by minimizing the disagreement of the two
hypotheses, the error rate of each hypothesis will be mini-
mized. However, the basic assumption behind the theory is
that each modality is sufficient for prediction, while differ-
ent modal feature representations are always insufficient in
practice. And it has been proved that co-regularization based
methods, which utilize the consistency principle, prefers to
output false hypotheses rather than output optimal classifier-
s [Wang and Zhou, 2013].

To solve this problem, we turn to utilize the robust regres-
sion loss, i.e., Huber Loss [Huber and others, 1964], instead
of the square loss in previous methods. For consistency cal-
culation, we also adopt cosine for convenient as the diversity
measure mentioned in last section. The modified huber loss
can be defined as:

Hδ(fi, fj) ={
1
2 (2− cos(fi, fj))

2, |2− cos(fi, fj)| ≤ δ
δ|2− cos(fi, fj)| − 1

2δ
2, otherwise

(3)

Differing from the squared loss which has a disadvantage of
the tendency being dominated by outliers (disagree on dif-
ferent modalities), huber loss is quadratic for small values of
|2− cos(fi, fj)|, linear for large |2− cos(fi, fj)|, with equal
values and slopes of the different sections at the two points
where |2 − cos(fi, fj)| = δ, and it has the differentiable ex-
tension, the δ is set as 1 in the experiments. In result, the
robust consistency metric will more incline to constrain the
instances with consistent modalities, neglecting the inconsis-
tent instances. Thus, with the Eq. 3, the consistency regular-
ization can be rewritten as:

Rδ(F ) =
1∑

1≤i6=j≤M

∑
1≤i6=j≤M

Hδ(fi, fj), (4)

3.5 Comprehensive Multi-Modal Learning
In this section, we will reformulate the co-regularize based
methods in insufficient setting with the three paradigms men-
tioned above. The basic intuition of previous co-regularize
style methods is that the complexity of learning problem can
be reduced by eliminating hypotheses from each modality
that do not agree [Sridharan and Kakade, 2008]. Represen-
tative multi-modal semi-supervised learning method as co-
regularize is:

min
fj

Nl∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

`(fj ,y) + ‖fj‖2F +

Nl+Nu∑
k=Nu+1

M∑
i,j=1

λ‖fi − fj‖2F ,

(5)

As mentioned above, it reveals that co-regularize will lose ef-
ficacy under the insufficient scenario. While in CMML, the
attention mechanism can calculate the instance level insuf-
ficiency, the robust consistency metric and diversity measure
can process consistent or divergent modalities separately, thus
it can make full use of multi-source data. Therefore, in the
more realistic setting, combing the Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 4,
previous approaches can be rewritten dramatically:

argmin
fi

Nl∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

`(αi,jfj(xi),y)

+ ‖fj‖2F + Com(F ) + λRδ(F ).

(6)

it is notable that we utilize the deep network for different
modalities in this paper.

4 Experiment
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of our proposed
CMML approach. Specifically, most of current large-scale
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Figure 1: Ablation Study on 4 benchmark datasets. The x-axis represents the variant methods, the y-axis represents the different criteria, and
the z-axis represents the results. (AP, Cov, Exauc, Maauc, Miauc and Rank represent Coverage, example AUC, Macro AUC, Micro AUC,
Average Precision and Ranking Loss.)

multi-modal datasets are image-text multi-label classification
for deep networks, thus we conduct the experiments on real-
world multi-label task.

4.1 Datasets and Configurations
Without any loss of generality, we first experiment on 4 pub-
lic real-world datasets, i.e., FLICKR25K [Huiskes and Lew,
2008], IAPR TC-12 [Escalante et al., 2010], MS-COCO [Lin
et al., 2014] and NUS-WIDE [Chua et al., 2009]. Besides,
we also experiment on 1 real-world complex article dataset,
i.e., WKG Game-Hub [Yang et al., 2018a]:

• FLICKR25K: consists of 25,000 images collected from
Flickr website, each image is associated with several tex-
tual tags. The text for each instance is represented by
a 1386-dimensional bag-of-words vector. Each point is
manually annotated with 24 labels. We select 23,600
pairs that belong to the 10 most frequent concepts;
• IAPR TC-12: consists of 20,000 image-text pairs which

are annotated 255 labels. The text for each point is rep-
resented by a 2912-dimensional bag-of-words vector;
• NUS-WIDE: contains 260,648 web images, and im-

ages are associated with textual tags where each point
is annotated with 81 concept labels. We select 195,834
image-text pairs that belong to the 21 most frequent con-
cepts. The text for each point is represented by a 1000-
dimensional bag-of-words vector;
• MS-COCO: contains 82,783 training, 40,504 valida-

tion image-text pairs which belong to 91 categories.
We select 38,000 image-text pairs that belong to the 20
most frequent concepts. Text is represented by 2912-
dimensional bag-of-words vector;
• WKG Game-Hub: consists of 13,750 articles collect-

ed from the Game-Hub of “ Strike of Kings” with 1744
concept labels. We select 11,000 image-text pairs that
belong to the 54 most frequent concepts. Each article
contains several images and content paragraphs. The
text for each point is represented by a 300-dimensional
word2vector vector.

For each dataset, we randomly select 33% of the data for
test set and the remaining instances are used for training. And
for training data, we randomly choose 30% as the labeled
data, and the left 70% as unlabeled ones. Image encoder is

implemented with Resnet18 [He et al., 2015], the text uti-
lizes fully connected network. The parameter λ in the train-
ing phase is tuned in {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 0.9}. When the variation
between the objective values of Eq. 6 is less than 10−4 in it-
erations, we consider CMML converges. For all compared
methods, the parameters are tuned as original papers. 6 com-
mon multi-label measurement criteria are recorded, i.e., Cov-
erage, Ranking Loss, Average Precision, Macro AUC, exam-
ple AUC and Micro AUC. We run the following experiments
with the implementation of an environment on NVIDIA K80
GPUs server, and our model can be trained about 290 images
per second with a single K80 GPGPU.

4.2 Compared Methods
To evaluate the performance of our proposed approach, firstly,
we adopt ablation study to verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed CMML. Specifically, we define 5 different varieties of
CMML (Attf ), i.e., Atto, Maxf , Maxo, Meanf , Meano,
in which Att/Max/Mean mean attention mechanism/max
pooling/mean pooling, f represents the feature embedding
layer and o represents label output layer. Thus, e.g., Attf de-
notes that we utilize the attention mechanism on the feature
embedding layer for different modalities, then with a fully
connected matrix for final prediction and so on. Besides, for
validate the effectiveness of the diversity measure and consis-
tency measure, we construct another 2 comparison methods
using only one of the measurements alone, i.e., Com, Rδ .

Moreover, we compare CMML with the state-of-the-
art multi-modal/multi-label/multi-modal multi-label method-
s. For multi-modal comparing methods, we treat each la-
bel independently, i.e., for each label, a method trains clas-
sifiers using different modalities; for multi-label compari-
son methods, we concatenate multi-modal data as the uni-
fied input. In detail, multi-modal methods include: Co-
trade [Zhang and Zhou, 2011], Co-regularize [Brefeld et al.,
2006], WNH [Wang et al., 2013], ARM [Yang et al., 2015],
SLIM [Yang et al., 2018b]; multi-label method includes:
DeepMIML [Feng and Zhou, 2017]; multi-modal multi-label
methods include: CS3G [Ye et al., 2016], M3DN [Yang et
al., 2018a]:

• Co-trade: is a novel co-training algorithm by reliably
communicating labeling information between different
modalities;
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Methods Coverage ↓ Macro AUC ↑
FLICKR25K IAPR TC-12 MS-CoCo NUS-WIDE FLICKR25K IAPRTC-12 MS-CoCo NUS-WIDE

CoReg 12.326±1.469 18.608±.695 8.320±.189 8.712±1.116 .490±.060 .503±.003 .502±.002 .460±.004
CoTra N/A 18.240±.914 9.168±1.523 N/A N/A .499±.003 .496±.007 N/A
WNH 20.110±.400 18.804±.183 7.274±.172 6.282±.185 .692±.017 .554±.007 .696±.009 .753±.015
SLIM 13.988±.178 16.526±.080 6.188±.057 3.473±.504 .821±.001 .656±.002 .809±.001 .907±.000

CS3G 14.423±.278 13.508±.155 5.034±.086 5.273±.050 .663±.001 .589±.001 .684±.001 .685±.002
DeepMIML 13.815 11.281 3.808 3.712 .629 .678 .864 .844
ARM 17.228 12.307 6.652 6.600 .620 .722 .733 .630
M3DN 3.947 8.324 6.119 2.764 .892 .836 .838 .898

CMML 8.299 8.204 3.428 2.494 .934 .853 .889 .936

Methods Ranking Loss ↓ Example AUC ↑
FLICKR25K IAPR TC-12 MS-CoCo NUS-WIDE FLICKR25K IAPRTC-12 MS-CoCo NUS-WIDE

CoReg .482±.081 .413±.018 .270±.009 .297±.053 .537±.087 .586±.017 .731±.010 .703±.053
CoTra N/A .381±.027 .340±.096 N/A N/A .619±.028 .670±.092 N/A
WNH .224±.009 .402±.006 .237±.010 .187±.003 .762±.019 .597±.006 .763±.010 .812±.004
SLIM .120±.001 .338±.002 .179±.002 .071±.001 .877±.001 .661±.003 .821±.003 .919±.001

CS3G .139±.003 .250±.002 .152±.003 .159±.002 .860±.003 .749±.002 .847±.003 .840±.003
DeepMIML .124 .212 .093 .086 .876 .788 .907 .914
ARM .177 .245 .190 .183 .822 .754 .809 .816
M3DN .108 .142 .112 .119 .899 .858 .898 .881

CMML .043 .135 .076 .045 .957 .864 .924 .955

Methods Average Precision ↑ Micro AUC ↑
FLICKR25K IAPR TC-12 MS-CoCo NUS-WIDE FLICKR25K IAPRTC-12 MS-CoCo NUS-WIDE

CoReg .335±.100 .235±.007 .590±.010 .414±.031 .552±.039 .582±.012 .687±.019 .713±.026
CoTra N/A .303±.015 .433±.161 N/A N/A .605±.018 .641±.069 N/A
WNH .363±.065 .247±.002 .341±.005 .362±.007 .763±.019 .575±.006 .743±.007 .782±.007
SLIM .578±.001 .382±.008 .669±.003 .806±.002 .881±.001 .645±.002 .824±.002 .912±.001

CS3G .619±.009 .442±.003 .679±.005 .484±.002 .856±.003 .730±.001 .828±.002 .829±.001
DeepMIML .654 .476 .771 .763 .864 .776 .913 .915
ARM .496 .417 .660 .613 .804 .738 .805 .791
M3DN .698 .637 .691 .634 .858 .863 .877 .878

CMML .837 .614 .814 .854 .956 .867 .922 .959

Table 1: Comparison results of CMML. 6 common criteria are recorded. The best performance for each criterion is bolded. ↑ / ↓ indicate
the larger/smaller, the better of the criterion.

• Co-regularize: minimizes the disagreement over differ-
ent modal data with the unlabeled data;
• WNH: combines all modal values from different modal-

ities together and then uses l2,1-norm to regularize the
modality selection process and finally gives the results;
• ARM: extracts the discriminative feature subspace of

weak modality while regularizing the strong predictor;
• SLIM: exploits more extrinsic information from unla-

beled data for classification and clustering;
• DeepMIML: exploits deep neural network to generate

instance representation for MIML;
• CS3G: handles types of interactions between multiple

labels and utilizes the data from different modalities;
• M3DN: imposes the modal consistency on bag-level

prediction by requiring that bag-based prediction of d-
ifferent modalities generate similar label correlation.

4.3 Ablation Study
We first explore which variant method will yield better re-
sults, and the results are listed in Fig. 1. Due to page limi-
tation, we only list 4 public datasets here. The results reveal
that the CMML, i.e., Attf , achieves the best on most dataset-
s for different performance measures, while it reveals that it
achieves better performance to use both the diversity regular-
ization and robust consistency metric than using them inde-
pendently. This verifies the effectiveness of attention mech-
anism, diversity regularization and robust consistency metric
for solving the insufficient problem.

4.4 Multi-label Classification
CMML is firstly compared with the state-of-the-art methods
on 4 benchmark datasets, results are listed in Tab. 1. Results
of deep learning methods only give the best results as [LeCun
et al., 2015], other comparison methods give the results with
mean and std. The notation “N/A” means a method cannot
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Methods Coverage ↓ Macro AUC ↑ Ranking Loss ↓ Example AUC ↑ Average Precision ↑ Micro AUC ↑
Image 40.049 .751 .148 .851 .560 .855
Text 59.016 .635 .194 .805 .479 .802
All 53.899 .717 .166 .834 .541 .837

CoReg 74.685±1.201 .488±.003 .290±.006 .711±.006 .337±.010 .705±.007
CoTra 74.548±.628 .488±.001 .298±.010 .703±.009 .323±.006 .695±.011
WHN 74.431±.242 .546±.007 .356±.004 .643±.004 .284±.004 .613±.006
SLIM 60.923±.369 0.809±.001 .205±.001 .794±.001 .518±.002 .797±.001

CS3G 60.958±.186 .581±.001 .208±.001 .791±.001 .453±.001 .793±.001
DeepMIML 36.318 .855 .100 .899 .637 .908
ARM 72.903 .587 .278 .722 .410 .712
M3DN 31.432 .732 .180 .828 .409 .880

CMMLI 30.865 .885 .082 .917 .718 .925
CMMLT 54.442 .674 .177 .822 .499 .823
CMML 29.263 .893 .077 .922 .763 .931

Table 2: Comparison results of CMML with compare methods on WKG Game-Hub dataset. 6 common criteria are recorded. The best
performance is bolded. ↑ / ↓ indicate the larger/smaller, the better of the criterion.

Heroes need to
develop slowly in
the early stage

Rδ = 0.87

The skin of Valkyrie is still
very beautiful, there is a
feeling of angels, especially
when walking.

Rδ = 0.83

The game was very easy in the
early stage, Jing Jing hit the wild
to catch the three roads, and
pushed the enemy highlands in
15 minutes.

Rδ = 0.80

Figure 2: Examples of inconsistent instances using the robust consistency metric from WKG Game-Hub dataset.

give a result in 60 hours. From the results, it is obviously that
our CMML can achieve the best performance in most dataset-
s with different performance measures, except the Coverage
on FLICKR25K, which reveals that the CMML approach is
a high-competitive multi-modal learning method considering
the modal insufficiency. Besides, for the real-world complex
article classification dataset, comparison results against com-
pared methods are listed in Tab. 2. Similarly, it can be found
that CMML approach also gets the best results on overall cri-
teria, which validates the effectiveness of our method in solv-
ing complex article classification problem. Considering lim-
itation of the paper, we only give the comparison results of
single modality on WKG-Hub dataset, which is with modal
insufficiency in practice. In Tab. 2, the first partition is the
results using only image or text information, and ensemble
results. The last partition is the results of CCML method for
image (CMMLI ), text (CMMLT ) predictions and ensemble
(CMML) results. We can find that not only the results of s-
ingle modalities are not degraded on various criteria, but also
the overall results are also improved, thus achieved our goal,
i.e., better single modal and overall performance. While oth-
er multi-modal methods (e.g., CoReg, CoTra, WNH, SLIM)
are lower than single modal results on some criteria without
considering the modal insufficiency.

4.5 Overcome Insufficiency
Insufficiency leads to divergences of different modalities, and
there will exist inconsistent instances. However, the robust
consistency measure can overcome the insufficiency. Thus,

we conduct more experiments, and locate the inconsistent in-
stances with the δ in maximum order. Fig. 2 exhibits sever-
al illustrative examples of the inconsistent instances. Qual-
itatively, we find that using robust consistency measure will
achieve better performance from the classification results, in
addition, it also demonstrates the phenomenon from the sort-
ed examples.

5 Conclusion

In real-world applications, multi-modal data are often insuf-
ficient, which leads to the failure of previous multi-modal
learning methods based on sufficiency assumption. In this
paper, under the insufficient scenario, we developed a novel
Comprehensive Multi-Modal Learning (CMML) framework.
Specifically, we proposed the attention mechanism to learn
the instance level sufficiency for each instance on differen-
t modalities. Also, novel diversity regularization and robust
consistency metrics are designed for discovering insufficien-
t modalities. Finally, experiments on real-world data obtain
remarkable results for our method in terms of various criteria.
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